AI FUSION 2022
THE CONCEPT
Key data

• 29 - 30 September 2022

• ICS International Congress Center Stuttgart

• Trade fair and conference combined, with unique festival feeling
Objectives

1. Demonstrate European AI competence
2. Attract top talents and young professionals
3. Bridging the gap between research, start-ups and the economy
4. Gain worldwide visibility
5. Create a lasting experience
6. Make AI accessible and tangible
Target groups

• SMEs and large companies
• Science and research
• Top talents and young professionals
• Start-ups
• Investors and capital providers
• Associations and multipliers
• Politics

→ B2B | International
Topics

- What added value does AI offer?
- How can AI be used and for which applications?
- What infrastructures are needed?
- Which guidelines for the use of AI need to be (further) defined?

→ Does your portfolio fit AI FUSION? Check our product and service directory now
THE CORE
FOCUS ON THREE
KEY ELEMENTS
Stage of Excellence

- International Keynotes and top speakers
- How AI is helping to shape our tomorrow
- Organiser: Tübingen AI Center (one of the five AI competence centres of the federal government)
Center

• Structured topic areas with cross-sectoral application reference

• Meeting place: mapping of the entire AI ecosystem from start-ups, accelerators, SMEs to large companies

• Stages for keynotes, discussions, demonstrations and lectures
Start-up BW summit

• Presentation of the start-up scene from the B2B tech sector
• Various pitching formats and networking zones
• Organiser: Ministry of Economy, Labour and Tourism
SIDE EVENTS
AI FUSION

Hackathon
Barcamps & Workshops
Speed-Networking
Open Offices/ Maker Spaces
AI Art
Exclusive Aftershow
BECOME PART OF THE SUCCESS STORY
ACTIVELY SHAPE THE AI FUSION WITH US!
Questions about participation and involvement options?

Talk to us.

Kim Laber
Project Manager
T +49 711 18560-2249
M +49 178 3704 074
kim.laber@messe-stuttgart.de
LinkedIn

Annabell Herwarth
Project Manager
T +49 711 18560-2732
M +49 178 3704 464
annabell.herwarth@messe-stuttgart.de
LinkedIn